
Abrams Appleseed

Who?: 
A Celebration of Babies

Robie Harris, Natascha Rosenberg

9781419728341

Pub Date: 6/5/18

Ages 3 And Under, Grades P And Under

$7.99

20 pages

Board Book

Juvenile Fiction / Concepts

8 in H | 8 in W

JUV/KINDER

Who? explores the relationships babies form with the people and things 

they love the most. The text’s repetitive verse and melodic voice will 

captivate babies and toddlers and draw them into the sounds and 

images of the book.

Who's that? Babies and all the people they love, that's who!

Abrams Appleseed

Fruits in Suits
Jared Chapman

9781419729416

Pub Date: 6/5/18

Ages 3 And Under, Grades P And Under

$7.99

22 pages Board 

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Health & Daily Living

7 in H | 7 in W

JUV/KINDER

Fruits in Suits has the same irreverent silliness as Vegetables in

Underwear and shows just how much fun swimsuits can be—and how 

important it is to hold on to them when you jump into the water!

The hilarious follow-up to Vegetables in Underwear 

reveals how ridiculous a swimsuit can be—now in board 

book!

Abrams Appleseed

Hero vs. Villain:
A Book of Opposites

T. Nat Fuller, Alex Eben Meyer

9781419728259

Pub Date: 6/12/18

Ages 3 And Under, Grades P And Under

$7.99

16 pages

Board Book

Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Opposites

7 in H | 7 in W

JUV/KINDER

Hero vs. Villain is a gently irreverent book of opposites with a slight 

narrative that plays on the popularity of benign villains and

superheroes. Their adversarial relationship makes heroes and villains 

the perfect stars for a book about opposites. But can sworn enemies 

learn to be friends?

A superhero-themed book of opposites

Abrams Books for Young Readers

My Stinky Dog
Christine Roussey

9781419728235

Pub Date: 6/12/18

Ages 3 to 6, Grades P to 1

$16.99

32 pages

Hardcover with dust jacket

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs

11 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 lb Wt

JUV/KINDER

Alfred is a great dog. He’s super sweet and he can run really fast. There’s just one 

teeny, tiny thing . . . Alfred STINKS. Alfred’s owner, a little boy, loves him and tries 

everything to help: soaps and incense, perfumes and shampoos. And he finally, finally, 

gets Alfred clean. But then . . . the boy kind of misses the stink. And with Alfred

carefully avoiding every puddle and constantly brushing his teeth, he’s not very fun 

anymore. It turns out, Alfred without his stink just isn’t Alfred!

In this silly and sweet picture book, a boy loves his dog despite his 

stink
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Abrams Books for Young Readers

The 5 O'Clock Band
Troy Andrews, Bill Taylor, 
Bryan Collier

9781419728365

Pub Date: 6/19/18

Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3

$17.99

40 pages

Hardcover with dust jacket

Juvenile Fiction / Performing Arts / Music

10 in H | 10 in W

JUV/GR1-2

In this companion to the Caldecott Honor and Coretta Scott King Award–winning 

Trombone Shorty, join a scrappy young musician named Shorty on a tour of his 

beloved New Orleans. After letting his band down by missing rehearsal, Shorty has 

some serious questions about what it means to be a leader. He hits the streets of 

New Orleans to find some answers and soak up inspiration.

Learn how to be a leader in the follow-up picture book to the
Caldecott Honor–winning Trombone Shorty

Rosa’s Animals:
The Story of Rosa Bonheur 
and Her Painting Menagerie

Maryann Macdonald

9781419728501
Pub Date: 6/5/18

Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7

$21.99

64 pages

Hardcover with dust jacket

Juv NonFic/ Bio & Autobio / Art

10 in H | 10 in W | 1.5 lb Wt

JUV/GR 4-6

Painter and sculptor Rosa Bonheur (1822–1899) led a highly nontraditional life, 

especially for a woman in the nineteenth century. She kept lions as pets and became 

a painter at a time when women were often only reluctantly educated as artists. Her 

unconventional artistic work habits, including visiting slaughterhouses to sketch an 

animal’s anatomy and wearing men’s clothing to gain access to places like a horse 

fair, where women were not allowed. Along with her life story are a list of museums 

that house her work, a bibliography, and an index.

Abrams Books for Young Readers

The only children’s biography on Rosa Bonheur, the most famous female 
painter of the 19th century

Amulet Paperbacks

One Trick Pony
Nathan Hale

9781419729447

Pub Date: 6/5/18

Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7

$8.99

144 pages

Trade Paperback

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & 
Graphic Novels

8.5 in H | 6.5 in W

JUV/GR 4-6

The aliens have arrived. And they’re hungry for electricity. In the Earth of the future, humans 

are on the run from an alien force—giant blobs who suck up electrical devices wherever they

can find them. Strata and her family are part of a caravan of digital rescuers, hoping to keep 

the memory of civilization alive by saving electronics wherever they can. Many humans have

reverted to a pre-electrical age, and others have taken advantage of the invasion to become 

dangerous bandits and outlaws. When Strata and her brother are separated from the caravan, 

they must rely on a particularly beautiful and rare robot pony to escape the outlaws and 

aliens—and defeat the invaders once and for all.

A robot pony helps defeat invading aliens in this graphic novel by New York 
Times bestselling author Nathan Hale

Amulet Paperbacks

Fuzzy
Tom Angleberger, 
Paul Dellinger

9781419729683

Pub Date: 6/5/18

Ages 8 to 12, Grades 3 to 7

$8.99

288 pages

Paperback

Juvenile Fiction / Humorous 

Stories

8 in H | 5.5 in W

JUV/GR 4-6

At Vanguard One Middle School (aka Vainglorious), the halls are crawling with robots, but Fuzzy 

isn’t your run-of-the-mill android. When Fuzzy enrolls at Vainglorious as part of the Robot

Integration Program, he is quickly befriended by Max, who is determined to help him learn 

everything he needs to know. The middle school of the future is just as fraught with crazy kids,

tricky teachers, and bad smells as the middle school of today. Add in some evil schemers, and 

you have real trouble. Together, Max and Fuzzy reveal the super-secret, nefarious purpose 

behind the Robot Integration Program. They must fight to save the school before it’s too late.

In this sci-fi middle school adventure co-authored by the New York Times 

bestselling author of the Origami Yoda series, one girl and one robot 

collaborate to save their school—now in paperback

2

Amulet Books

Final Draft
Riley Redgate

9781419728723
Pub Date: 6/12/18

Ages 13 And Up, Grades 8 to 17

$17.99

272 pages

Hardcover with dust jacket

Young Adult Fiction / Literary

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

YA/GR 10-12

The only sort of risk 18-year-old Laila Piedra enjoys is the peril she writes for the characters in 

her stories: epic sci-fi worlds full of quests, forbidden love, and robots. Her creative writing 

teacher has always told her she has a special talent. But three months before her graduation, 

he's suddenly replaced—by Nadiya Nazarenko, a Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist who is 

sadistically critical and perpetually unimpressed. At first, Nazarenko’s eccentric assignments 

seem absurd. But before long, Laila grows obsessed with gaining the woman’s approval. 

An aspiring writer’s coming-of-age under the tutelage of a sadistic, Pulitzer 

Prize–winning mentor
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